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National Farmers Network
The National Farmers Network is a network of local farmer groups, organisations and
networks across England. They come together to exchange ideas and good practice. These
are challenging times for farmers and family farmers are the most likely to be affected.
But we believe that by working together we can bring about positive changes to farming
livelihoods and work towards a thriving family farming sector.

Oxfam
Oxfam has been working to end poverty in the UK since 1996. We develop projects with
people in poverty to enable them to improve their lives and have a say in the decisions
that affect them; we raise public awareness of poverty to create the pressure that is
necessary for change; and we lobby government for policies that tackle the root causes
of poverty. Although most of our work focuses on poverty in urban areas, we have been
working on poverty amongst hill farmers since 2003.
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Introduction

Farming in the UK continues to experience
challenges. The pressure to increase efficiency,
whilst input costs rise and policies and support
structures change, lead many farmers to question
how their farms will fit into the farming sector
of tomorrow. The need for farming to adapt and
change has always been important, but in the
global market of today it is essential in order to
remain profitable. The requirement to deliver
environmental functions, whilst also mitigating
climate change adds to the burden.

The need for change in the farming sector is well
recognised, not least by farmers themselves. How
this is managed can be critical. Imposed, reactive
change can mean wrong directions are followed

and opportunities missed. Whilst well managed
support that puts farmers in the driving seat and
equips them with the right skills and knowledge
can place them in a position to take advantage of
opportunities as they arise, increasing profitability
and resilience for the future.
The idea for a national network of family farms
came from the Peak District Rural Deprivation
Forum, following the publication of their report
‘Hard Times’. This documented the low income
and poor quality of life of many hill farmers, the
problems they had surviving and the isolation
caused by the long working day. After meeting
with representatives of farmers’ networks across
the country, funding was secured from Oxfam
to establish a national network to bring them all
together.
This publication brings together two strands of
work that the National Farmers Network has been
involved in over the past five years.

The Network was initially set up to share
experiences and good practice between farmerled groups. A conference held in 2008, ‘Building
a Future though Collaboration’, showcased the
benefits of farmers working together in a variety
of ways in order to improve the sustainability
of members’ farming businesses. Since the
conference, groups have worked together to share
their working practices, stimulated interest from
other areas of the country and steadily increased
their reach and the range of activities provided. The
benefits of collaboration within the farming sector

are well known. However, it is also recognised
that farmers are highly independent and working
together does not always come easily at first. The
benefits of sharing experiences and learning from
the mistakes of others can give evolving farmer
groups a head start.

Photographs on this page are used with the permission of
The Pasture Fed Livestock Association, The No-Till Alliance,
Upper Teesdale Agricultural Support Service
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The National Farmers Network’s other strand of work has been to work with individual farming families
to identify their strengths and how they can channel them into improving the sustainability of their
livelihoods. Working with Oxfam, we conducted a project in the Peak District, using the Sustainable
Livelihoods Approach, a tried and tested approach used by development agencies in developing
countries. The project demonstrated the benefits of working at farm level, delivering support over
time, tailored to individual farming family needs. We also learnt that this support is most effective when
delivered by people who are from the farming community themselves. The good news is that small
farming organisations all around the country are providing grassroots support to farmers based on local
needs.
We feel it is now time to share these good practices with the wider farming audience through a collection
of cases studies in this publication. We hope it will inspire farmers to consider collaborating with others
in ways that are of mutual benefit, give existing groups ideas for new initiatives and encourage farmers
to take advantage of the support available.
This publication is the culmination of the work of the National Farmers Network. Looking to the future,
sharing ideas and good practice between groups will continue to be important and our website will be
available for that purpose. It is also vital that emerging groups are provided with the support they need
from government and other agencies in their initial set up stages. The case studies of groups featured in
this publication demonstrate how early support can help groups to make a strong start and then go on
to deliver benefits to the farming sector and the wider public.

Online Copies
For an online copy of this report please visit: nationalfarmersnetwork.org.uk where other reports
mentioned are also available.
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The Farmer Network

The Farmer Network
Farmer-led development is the core principle behind the Farmer Network. Working with farmers in
Cumbria and the Yorkshire Dales, the Network has a track record of supporting farmers and farmer
groups in taking the initiative to find their own solutions and make positive changes that are suited to
their own livelihoods. Since it was set up in 2005 the Network has encouraged farmers to collaborate to
improve efficiency and gain market advantage, improve their knowledge and skills, educate the public,
cope with paperwork and increase revenue.

“

Beginnings

”

This farmer-led approach has meant farmers
are much more open to change than before.
Paul Harper, Managing Director of
The Farmer Network

Initially set up as the Cumbria Farmer Network, the organisation drew on the experiences of Rural
Futures, a project run by Voluntary Action Cumbria. Established as a four year project in 2002 and funded
by the Rural Enterprise Scheme, the project was essentially an experiment in using local farmers to
encourage other farmers to work together to develop their own solutions to the problems they faced
following the 2001 Foot and Mouth epidemic. The response of farmers to the project was encouraging
and it brought about significant changes in the lives of those taking part.
As Rural Futures drew to a close a group of farmers involved in the project were keen to continue the
work. The group managed to secure funding to start up the Cumbria Farmer Network in October 2005.
They were able to continue to employ the same people who had been involved in the previous project,
including Paul Harper who became managing Director of the new organisation.

Development
The Cumbria Farmer Network became known in the North-West for
its grassroots approach to supporting farmers. Recently farmers in the
Yorkshire Dales became interested in joining the Cumbria Network.
Rather than expanding the existing network it was decided to set
up the Yorkshire Dales Farmer Network and to incorporate both
networks under The Farmer Network Ltd. Established as a not for
profit organisation in 2009, the Farmer Network currently has 600
members.
Both the Cumbria Farmer Network and the Yorkshire Dales Farmer
Network are managed by the Farmer Network and are serviced by
the company’s Penrith office. The Farmer Network is governed by
a board made up of 2 members from each of the county networks,
the Managing Director and a co-opted member. Each of the county
based networks is managed by a separate operations group guided
by a Management Council of 10 elected farmer representatives.
In addition to the Managing Director, ten part time staff are employed Photograph: The Farmer Network
as well as 21 self employed farmer co-ordinators who work directly with farmers and farmer groups.
Employing local farmers as co-ordinators is an important feature of the approach used. They have a good
understanding of the issues faced by members and can quickly establish a rapport with them.
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Supporting farmers
Activities run by the Farmer Network are designed to respond not only to the needs of members but also
to fit in with their lives. So when the network organised Livestock Driver Certificate of Competence tests,
in response to new EC livestock transport regulations, they were held in local village halls to minimise the
time farmers had to spend away from their farms.
Other projects set up in the past have included:
• establishment of collection sites for waste plastic, providing a more affordable service than that
offered by commercial companies;
• helping farmer groups to access funds for shared equipment such as mobile incinerators,
grassland machinery and mobile sheep pens;
• helping farmers access specialist advice on red meat marketing.
The Network is in contact with a large number of farmers, some of whom do not usually respond to
training offered directly by government agencies. It therefore provides an effective way for agencies to
deliver information and training sessions to farmers.
The Network emphasises the importance of collaboration between farmers and provides services to
promote this. Support has included:
• helping groups set up a carcass collection service,
• a group fuel and electricity purchasing scheme,
• the group purchasing of animal health products, silage wrap, fuel tanks etc.
• providing support to groups in making grant applications.
• supporting groups in developing marketing opportunities and working to shorten the food chain
in order to improve business profitability.
Education and knowledge transfer is another key area of support. There is, for example, a large project
run in partnership with Myerscough & Reaseheath Colleges for the North West Development Agency
as part of the Rural Development Programme for England. Knowledge transfer events such as local
group meetings and farm demonstrations are organised for groups covering topics such as nutrient
management, animal health and welfare and resource efficiency.
The Network is able to provide the support that farmers may need when they wish to move their
business in a different direction by diversifying or when they are looking to retire. It can help farmers deal
with the burden of compliance by providing a ‘Regulation Checklist’ folder, which details the different
records they need to keep, including some of the more unusual policies.

Raising the farming profile
One of the aims of the Farmer Network is to
raise the profile of farming and so members are
encouraged to open their doors to the public and
explain about farming life. Some members have
organised farm walks in the past and others have
hosted schools visits. A series of four seasonal Lake
District DVDs has also been produced. The series,
called ‘Behind the Scenery’ is a diary of farming
events throughout the year. A popular annual
event is the Fell Gather, organised by the Network
at Cockermouth Livestock Auction in June. It tells
the story of the journey made by food from fell to
plate. Practical demonstrations are organised and
local producers sell produce and crafts. The Network
also supports farmers in working with schools to
educate young people about farming.

Photograph: The Farmer Network
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Supporting new entrants
The Network was one of the first organisations to be awarded funding from the Prince’s Countryside
Fund for a scheme to encourage young people into hill farming. The Hill Farm Succession Scheme
will help to tackle the shortage of skilled labour in hill farming and the low numbers of young people
entering the sector. Young people enrolled in the scheme gain practical experience on 3-4 farms
over a two year period alongside completing Level 2 Livestock Production courses at Craven College.
Mentoring and additional training is provided by farmers. A similar scheme is being operated in the
Yorkshire Dales with funding from the Yorkshire Dales LEADER Programme. A total of 14 students are on
both schemes
A low interest loan scheme has been set up in partnership with the Prince’s Trust for 18 – 30 year olds,
using a legacy from the Jason Kanabus Fund. This scheme also provides significant business advice to
support successful candidates to start or develop farm or farm related enterprises.
The Network also has a simple scheme offering young people aged 16-24 £200 training vouchers
towards the costs of attending technical training courses. This scheme started in Cumbria and will be
extended into the Yorkshire Dales in 2012.

The future
Future plans include growing the membership in the Yorkshire Dales and improving the self sufficiency
of the organisation by developing services that are not grant dependant. A start has been made here by
offering advice on farms to check office paperwork and working with commercial sponsors to run events
to help keep members up to date.

For further information about the Farmer Network visit the
website: www.thefarmernetwork.co.uk
or contact Donna Gough (Office Manager) 01768 868615
donna@thefarmernetwork.co.uk
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The No-Till Alliance

The No-Till Alliance

Arable farming is subject to a great deal of uncertainty these days. With the increasing costs of inputs,
volatile market prices and uncertain weather conditions some are rethinking their crop production
methods. A few UK farmers have turned to no-till or direct drilling and have found that not only are there
financial benefits in adopting a no-till system but it can be a more sustainable way of crop production.
The No-Till Alliance was set up to enable farmers who either practice no-till or have an interest in it to
provide a forum for sharing their experiences and to learn from one another.

Background
The group was established in 2008 by Pembrokeshire farmer, Will Scale, who as a Nuﬃeld Scholar
travelled overseas to study no-till systems. Mr Scale switched to direct drilling on his own farm eight
years ago because of high fuel costs and soil damage associated with ploughing. Through the online
farming discussion forum the British Farming Forum he established links with others with an interest
sharing ideas on no-till methods and the group was quickly formed. Another founder member, Kent
farmer Simon Chiles, has been practicing no-till for more than 10 years. Having decided that crop
establishment took too long with ploughing Mr Chiles spent two years researching no-till before trying
it for himself. Over the years he has seen a marked improvement in the soil quality and structure and an
increase in yield. But he stresses the importance of having a flexible approach and adapting operations
according to conditions.

Why No-Till?
No-till systems are practised throughout the world
and are widely used in North America and Australia.
However, so far European farmers have shown little
interest in the practice. There is a commonly held
belief amongst UK arable farmers that crops can’t
be established successfully without cultivations
and most research establishments see no-till as
problematic. Even the most dedicated practitioner
will admit that it took time to develop the right
system for their land and most experienced an initial
decline in yields until soil structure and fertility were
built up.
Photograph: Simon Chiles ,The No-Till Alliance
The popularity of the approach did grow in the
1970’s, before stubble burning was banned and crops were established into the ash of the burnt stubble
and straw. However, for a variety of reasons interest in no-till faded.

The pressure to lower machinery costs and improve work rates in order to maintain a profitable margin
has prompted a small but growing number of farmers to look at no-till as a serious option. The No-Till
Alliance has seen that not only are crop establishment costs lower but yields can actually improve over
time as soil fertility and structure are restored.
There are also environmental and ecological benefits that they are keen for Government agencies to
recognise. Lower fuel and fertiliser usage means lower carbon emissions, and by leaving trash on the
surface instead of incorporating it results in less soil erosion and creates wildlife habitats. As the
surface trash rots it is drawn down in to the soil, improving water retention and helping to create 7

a healthy soil ecosystem. The Environment Agency are showing interest, recognising that no-till reduces
soil erosion risks associated with repeatedly cultivating soils to the same depth. The Catchment Sensitive
Farming initiative has also shown an interest and has produced an information sheet on no-till.

Knowledge sharing
No-till is not without its challenges; high levels of trash on the soil surface can cause problems with seed
placement and also harbour slugs. Crop establishment can be affected by wet conditions at drilling. But
there are solutions and members are learning from one another. Two major open days have taken place
so far. Held on members’ farms, their popularity has taken members by surprise. “Around 200 people
attended the first one and there were nearly 300 at the second one” said Mr Scale. “We have also several
smaller farm open days around the country and the third major open day is planned for May 2012” he
added. Direct drilling and soils specialists also attend to share their expertise. These events have attracted
sponsorship from tractor dealers and direct drill manufacturers.
The British Farming Forum website continues to be a platform for sharing ideas and news. The No-Till
Alliance has its own website and receives regular publicity about open days through the farming press.
The group runs a membership scheme and currently has 100 members. It is governed by a committee of
eight members. Administration and organising events has to be done on a voluntary basis by members
as no staff are employed so time is always an issue.

The future
The plan is to hold more open days in the future. Sharing experiences of the successes and the mistakes
will help build understanding amongst arable farmers and more may see it as a viable option for their
farms. The No-Till Alliance also recognise that the Government needs to understand the environmental
benefits of no-till systems and will continue to try to attract the interest of government agencies. UK
based research into no-till has been limited. The group has looked into attracting interest from research
institutions, but have so far been unsuccessful. They hope this may change in the future. In the meantime
they have a growing body of farmer experience to draw from, which should help to develop interest
within the arable sector.

If you are interested in finding out more about the No-Till Alliance
then visit their website: www.no-tillalliance.co.uk
Or contact Will Scale: 07971605174 or Simon Chiles: 07860506229
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The Joint Venture Farming Group

The Joint Venture
Farming Group

Volatile input costs,
a squeeze on profit
margins and a constant need
to improve efficiency in farming
have encouraged arable farmers to
reduce costs by collaborating with others
running similar farming businesses. The Joint Venture
Farming Group (JVFG) was set up in 2003 to serve the
needs of farmers who are involved in collaborating at
the primary production level. Set up as a membership
organisation, the JVFG enables members to compare
their physical and financial performance with other
members in the same farming sector through a
benchmarking scheme. This allows them to see how
they compare with other businesses and helps each
member to identify areas where efficiencies and cost
savings can be made. There are currently 20 members
across central and eastern England.

Benchmarking
Each year members submit their costs and yield data
Photograph © david hughes - Fotolia.com
on to a central database, which enables them to
monitor their performance against other members’ businesses. “It provides us with a focus and a way
of discovering whether there is a better and more cost effective way of doing something,” says Charles
Matts who runs the Brixworth Farming Company, a group of five farms in central Northamptonshire.
“One of the advantages of JVFG membership is the programme of farm visits,” adds Charles. “We can
see how other joint ventures operate and compare, for example cultivation techniques. From the
benchmarking facility, that allows each business to see just how costs compare between us.

“

No farm can afford to sit back and do the same things year
in, year out – we should all strive to do things better and by
comparing what we do within the JVFG operations, we can
see how a group of like-minded farmers performs.

”

Charles Matts,
The group has also introduced operator time sheets, with staff on
Brixworth Farming Company
members’ farms filling in details of operations and the time and
area they work. These are then used to compare efficiency of operations across the group.
The development of the JVFG was supported by the East Midlands Development Agency (EMDA), which
awarded the group a £30,000 grant in 2006 to deliver a financial and technical benchmarking training
scheme and also activities that enable the benefits that members enjoy to reach a wider network of
farmers. The grant has been used to provide facilitated meetings for members, their managers and
operatives, and to deliver training to members on a range of topics including the latest technology
development. Rural business consultant Jamie Gwatkin, a member of the JVFG steering committee,
delivers the benchmarking programme.
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Benefiting the wider arable sector
The EMDA grant has enabled the group to reach out beyond its membership to benefit other farmers
in the arable sector through their website and by holding an annual conference. The conferences
have proved very successful, attracting over 100 delegates to each. They have been a useful way to
disseminate the group’s annual results and gain the interest of potential future members. The 2011
conference, held in February, focused on farming post 2013. Harvest data and costings over members’
15,811 hectares were shared with delegates.
The group’s website www.jvfg.co.uk was launched in 2007. The site allows different access levels
according to membership levels. A web-based facility was launched at the 2009 Cereals Event, which
allows any arable business or contractor to access member’s data on cost and yields and so benefit from
comparing their results with those of the
JVFG. “It’s a simple system and will deliver
immediate reporting to those businesses
logging on to the website” says Jamie
Gwatkin.
A survey of JVFG members conducted in 2009
found that members’ business had grown
and some had started up new enterprises.
There were also many examples of efficiency
improvements, cost savings made and
increased profitability of members’ businesses
as a direct result of the benchmarking
scheme.
Photograph © emjay smith - Fotolia.com

Examples of improvements made in members’
businesses
Many businesses have changed the way in which they establish their oilseed rape
crops. Initially many were using a traditional drilling method. This was identified as
being expensive. Therefore many have decided to move over to a flatliner or single pass
technique which has significantly reduced the cost of establishment.
One member reviewed the costs of running its John Deere high hp tractor from the
benchmarking data. It was concluded that the machine was under-utilised (i.e. not
enough acres were going through it) and therefore the tractor was sold and an alternative
tractor was hired from a potato business which did not use this machine from July to
October. The savings from this decision was around £9,000.
The same member reviewed the efficiency of the harvesting team after the 2007 harvest
and concluded that the work rates were not good enough and that things needed
to be sharpened up. They instigated a team training session prior to the start of the
2008 harvest. The managers explained the target work rates that were required. In the
worst harvesting conditions for many years, they saw a 10% increase in work rates and
efficiency.
Another member reviewed the costs associated with an outlying farm. This was judged
to be too great and lead to reductions in efficiency. This farm was subsequently dropped,
which lead to further increases in efficiency.
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Membership
Across the entire membership the group estimate that savings of several hundred thousand pounds will
have been achieved. The group has a stable membership base with encouraging growth potential.
Membership of the group is open to any farm business co-operating together with one or more farm
business for the purpose of increasing profitability and efficiency. There are two levels of membership for
joint venture businesses:
Full membership with Benchmarking - £500
Discussion Group membership - £150

Full membership benefits
Participation in the benchmarking project
Attendance of the benchmarking discussion group sessions
Access to the bespoke traffic light reporting system to measure your effectiveness
Access to feedback from Jamie Gwatkin Consultancy
Access to the JVFG website
Entitlement to attend the JVFG meetings, farm visit and AGM
Entitlement to attend the JVFG conference (2 free places)
Invitation to the JVFG annual dinner
Interaction with “like minded” farmers and operators
Access to Machinery Fleet Discount Schemes

Objectives of the Joint Venture Farming Group
To provide:
• a forum for owners, managers and employees involved with joint venture farming
to exchange knowledge and ideas.
• benchmarking physical and financial performance.
• political lobbying (via the NFU) on matters that affect joint venture farming
businesses.
To provide:
• a force to influence machinery manufacturers.
• a means of communication between members.
• training for directors and staff.
To explore any potential commercial opportunities for the benefit of the group and it’s
members.

For further information about the
Joint Venture Farming Group contact:
Simon Fisher (01572 824254) or Charles Matts (01604 505973)
Jamie Gwatkin (01284 701045) or Antony Pearce (01296 612448)
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Pasture
Fed
Livestock
Pasture Fed Livestock Association
Association
The rising costs of fossil fuels is prompting many farmers to rethink their farming policy. For a group of
livestock farmers this has led to them re-focusing on pasture and preserved pasture as the sole source
of feed for their stock. The Pasture Fed Livestock Association (PFLA) is a newly formed organisation,
which aims to promote the economic, environmental and welfare benefits of pasture farming and the
nutritional benefits of pasture fed meat and dairy products. The group are now moving into marketing
of their products under the newly registered Pastoral brand.

The beginnings
The idea for setting up the PFLA came following a Transition Farming Conference that bought together
farmers with experience of pasture-fed systems, and academics and writers who had an interest in the
wider benefits of pasture-based systems. A discussion group was set up in 2009. Initially motivated by
an interest in reducing reliance on fossil fuels, given the increasing prices and the prospect of depleting
reserves, members also began to look at the wider benefits of pasture systems. The group soon
recognised the value of working together to share their experience with other farmers and to promote
and market their products to the consumer. The PFLA was established to take this work forward.

Developing the brand
With a great deal of hard work, voluntary help and goodwill the PFLA has established itself as a
Community Interest Company, with a current membership of thirty-five. They have developed a set
of standards to define exactly what pasture-fed means and this is supported by a recently launched
‘Pastoral’ brand. The aim is to develop a niche market for the Pastoral products, which will become known
for their quality and health benefits and associated with high environmental and welfare standards.

Photographs: John Turner ,Pasture Fed Livestock Association
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The benefits
Whilst acknowledging the traditional roots of pasture farming, the PFLA is keen to promote its place
in 21st century farming. As a low input system, it reduces reliance on non-renewable resources such as
phosphates. Diets are based on pasture alone, rather than feeding on cereals, soya and other protein
concentrates that may be used more efficiently to feed humans directly. Pasture-fed livestock could play
an important part in meeting the predicted growing global demand for meat in developing economies
without causing negative environmental impacts.
Livestock farmers could experience greater economic stability by adopting a pasture-fed system and by
reducing their dependency on global commodities, which are frequently subject to price fluctuations.
According to founder member Chris Jones, “a big attraction with purely feeding forage and grazing is
that it takes out the high costs and uncertainties of concentrates, cereals and fertiliser, for a relatively low
penalty in growth and price foregone. Combine that with breeding for forage conversion and it should
be a winner on any livestock farm”.
So what is the difference between pasture-fed and grass-fed? The pasture system promoted by the
PFLA is a mixture of grass species and other herbaceous plants including herbs and clovers. The diversity
of plants not only promotes biodiversity and species rich ecosystems, it can also be good for livestock
health For example, chicory can aid ruminant digestion and reduce methane emissions, a gas known to
contribute to climate change. Sixty per cent of the UK is covered by pasture, which offers a considerable
resource for addressing climate change if managed appropriately.

Setting standards
To differentiate between pasture-fed and grass-fed livestock, the PFLA has developed a set of standards,
which specify what pasture-fed means, permitted feeds and welfare standards. Grass-fed livestock which
may mean that animals have been fed on grass at some point in their lives, whereas pasture-fed requires
livestock to be fed on pasture almost exclusively. The PFLA are keen to promote the human health
benefits of product from pasture-fed livestock. Evidence suggests that pasture-fed beef has an increased
ratio of beneficial poly unsaturated fatty acids to saturated fatty acids and higher levels of omega three
fatty acids and antioxidants than conventionally reared beef. This goes against the commonly held belief
that animal products cause ill health.
Compared to arable and high input livestock systems, pasture-based systems have a lower carbon
footprint due to a lower fossil fuel usage. They can also have a positive impact on climate change
through carbon sequestration. Established pastures are able to capture and store carbon. Well managed
pasture under a low input system can therefore have a positive carbon footprint.
Members of the PFLA have found that livestock reared within pasture-based systems tend to work within
their natural production capacity, which can have considerable welfare and profitability benefits. Animals
have lower stress levels, longevity and high fertility.

Future developments in pasture fed livestock
The PFLA recognises that research and development is needed in order to drive both the organisation
and the brand forward. Having a better understanding should encourage more farmers to adopt a
pasture based system. Producer members share information between each other and with prospective
members. They are also reviewing scientific literature in order to gain a better understanding of the
potential benefits of pasture-fed systems and improve their knowledge of pasture management.
More clarification is needed of productivity and carbon capture and storage potential and so the PFLA
has initiated two studies, taking place on members farms. One to monitor the growth rates of animals
reared to PFLA standards and the other to monitor soils for changes on organic matter as an indicator of
carbon sequestration rates.
Members are hoping to develop links with universities, agricultural colleges and research institutes in the
future to drive the research aspect of their work forward.
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A further development is the start of pilot marketing trials. These are being conducted on pastoral beef
and are designed to check the traceability of beef sold under the pastoral brand. This should not only
give customers assurance of the origins of the products but it will also emphasise the provenance of the
brand. The system used, called Pastoral Tracks, uses a new product tracking system, allowing the product
to be tracked as it travels from farm to customer. By scanning the product number with a smart phone or
by entering it into the PFLA website customers can get a direct link to the farm it was reared on as well as
other information such as breed and age of the animal.

Becoming involved
Having established a clear identity for the PFLA the aim is to build momentum through increasing
awareness of the organisation and by growing membership. “We are reaching a stage now when we
really need lots of members to join us” said Chris Jones. The organisation was presented at the Oxford
Real Farming Conference in January 2012 and the Pastoral brand was launched at the same event.
Members are active in spreading the word. For example, Chris Jones will be hosting a visit at his farm in
Cornwall for National Trust tenants later in 2012 Increasing production should help to establish a viable
niche market for the Pastoral brand. Currently beef and lamb is sold under the pastoral label either
directly to customers or through a few butchers.
Membership is open to producers, suppliers and individuals with an interest in pasture-fed systems
and products. Producers, processors and retailers who have a professional interest in pasture-fed
systems pay an annual subscription of £50. Producers who wish to supply livestock or produce under
the Pastoral mark pay an additional headage payment, currently £1 per livestock unit. Individuals who
wish to support the development of the organisation can become a Friend of the PFLA for an annual
subscription of £15. Members include the National Trust, which owns 400,000 acres of grassland. The
Trust oﬀers considerable potential for promoting pasture-based systems and has been very supportive of
the PFLA.
There is also a recognition within the organisation that they need to influence policy. They already
participate in the All Party Parliamentary Group on Agroecology and are building relationships with
organisations such as the National Trust and Friends of the Earth that are interested in seeing farming
more closely linked with good environmental husbandry.

If you are interested in finding out more about the PFLA then visit
their website: www.pasturefed.org.uk
Or contact the PFLA by email: info@pfla.org.uk
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Upper Teesdale Agricultural
Upper Teesdale Agricultural
Support Service
Support Service
UTASS is a community organisation managed by local
people for local people, which has no doubt helped to
make it the successful and well used organisation it is
today.
On opening its doors in 2000, the Upper Teesdale
Agricultural Support Service (UTASS) set out to
improve the sustainability of the rural community of
Teesdale by providing support to those whose lives
were heading towards crisis point. Today UTASS is the
largest registered charity in Teesdale, serving over 1500
members with a wide range of services ranging from
Photograph: Upper Teesdale Agricultural Support Service
drop-in support, accredited training provision, help with
paperwork and a range of services aimed specifically at children and young people. Although open to all
local people, UTASS specialises in providing services to the local farming community.

Background
Teesdale is a large, remote and sparsely populated area in the South West of County Durham where rural
disadvantage is common. Isolation and disengagement can contribute to low self esteem. The ongoing
changes in agriculture have been a challenge, which farming families have found diﬃcult to cope with.
This in turn has had a dramatic eﬀect on the coping capabilities of the local communities. The nature and
extent of stress in the area was investigated by Dr Sue Shaw and documented in her report, Sources of
stress in Upper Teesdale, 1997. The report highlighted the main causes of stress including isolation, high
workload, relationship and financial problems and a sense that options were limited.

“

One of the greatest challenges in the early years was
gaining the trust and acceptance of a traditionally hard
to reach community. We approached this by ‘recruiting’
those farmers and elders in the community who were
well respected and trusted to help us identify and
demonstrate what the needs were.
Project Officer, Lucy Jenkins

Beginnings

”

The concept of UTASS evolved when a local farmer’s wife and trained councillor became concerned after
eight local people committed suicide in 1993. Her vision for a local farming support organisation was
backed by many community members including the local Vet, GP, Police Officer, Head Teacher, County
Councillor and local farmers. After a great deal of hard work UTASS was established initially as a project of
the Durham Rural Community Council, later becoming an independent organisation and charity.
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Development
When Foot and Mouth Disease struck the area in
2001, UTASS became a vital source of support for local
farming families and acceptance of the organisation
amongst the local community increased dramatically.
Teesdale was in the third worst affected district in
England and UTASS rapidly became the multi-purpose
support agency that the organisations’ founders had
envisioned. Staff provided round the clock support for
local farmers; practical help in obtaining movement
licenses, form filling, faxing and photocopying and
acting as a channel for information flowing from
statutory bodies to farmers. Crucially staff provided
emotional support to those whose livelihoods were
being severely affected by the outbreak. There were
no suicides in the farming community in the area
during this time of crisis, which demonstrates the
value of UTASS at that time.
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Over the years UTASS has built up a track record of providing support and services needed and now
works in partnership with various agencies in Teesdale. In addition to core service provision UTASS
undertakes projects, sometimes in partnership with other organisations, which respond to the needs of
local people.

Sharing good practice
Recently UTASS has set up the Monitor Project, which aims to help farmers develop their business and
improve proﬁts. A local farm is used as a platform for exchanging ideas between the host farmer and
other hill and upland farmers in the area. Good practice is then shared through bringing in a range of
experts to focus on specific issues. Around 150 people participate in the project. The focus is on subjects
such as farm business competitiveness, nutrient management and animal health and welfare.

Activities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Farm business support.
24/7 telephone support services for those with urgent needs.
Practical support to farmers with the completion and submission of complex forms
and paperwork.
Accredited and informal training courses based on locally identified needs .
Lamb bank, sales & wants and labour/services/skills list.
Agricultural secretarial support and training in setting up and maintaining
computerised farm records.
One to one on-farm ICT support to enable farmers to develop ICT skills and
systems to manage their farms more efficiently.
Short term loan of ICT equipment.
Production and dissemination of regular briefings consisting of essential
information distilled and de-jargonised from Defra, EU etc. and pertinent to the
running of livestock based farm businesses.
Topical presentations & awareness raising events.
Support with the planning and delivery of local agricultural shows.
Drop in provision, telephone advice, advocacy & signposting.
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Social and health activities
•

Social and community events designed to reduce levels of isolation.

•

Provision of facilities for other agencies to provide outreach services (e.g. CAB
and Age Concern).

•

Befriending.

•

Young Peoples drop-in facilities on evenings, weekends and during school
holidays.

•

Provision of C Card (condom distribution) in partnership with the PCT.

•

Distribution of chlamydia testing.

•

Working with GPs, school nurses and other health care professionals on
information and health awareness events.

•

Working with the PCT during national rural health week taking health services to
Durham Dales MARTs offering blood pressure, cholesterol, diabetes testing etc.

•

‘Hands on Health’ cookery courses for various groups including mental health
service user groups.

•

General sporting and fitness activities with young people including cricket,
football and softball.

•

Minibus provision to bring children and young people from more remote areas
to participate in the activities provided by UTASS.

Partnerships
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Over the years UTASS has established links with a range of government and non-government agencies,
including Durham County Council, Business in the Community, Farm Crisis Network, Age Concern and
the English Food and Farming Partnership. This has helped them deliver services effectively, avoid
replication and in the process the profile of UTASS has been raised. It has also helped to provide agencies
with ‘access’ to farmers they would otherwise struggle to reach. A partnership between Natural England
and UTASS has led to the establishment of the first ever joint Natural England and local farmer forum in
Upper Teesdale. Recently UTASS has worked with the Oxfam UK Poverty Programme to research local
rural poverty and discrimination.
As the work of UTASS becomes more widely known they are attracting the attention of rural
organisations from other parts of the UK. This interest has led to UTASS hosting group visits from
Cornwall, Northumberland, Lanchester (County Durham), Yorkshire, Cumbria and Wales to look at the
possibility of replicating aspects of the UTASS model and/or services in their own areas.
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Funding
The organisation is now registered as a Company Limited by Guarantee and an Incorporated Registered
Charity. But as with most community based organisations funding is a constant challenge. In the
past they have been successful in obtaining funding from various trusts and foundations as well as
government agencies for their work. More recently they have received funding from the Big Lottery
Reaching Communities Programme and were one of the first recipients of a grant from The Prince’s
Countryside Fund. Donations are also received from service users, demonstrating the value that they
place on the services provided.
The management team recognises the need to reduce dependency on grant funding. They plan to
look at alternative options for the future including developing the organisation’s business potential and
exploring opportunities for franchising elements of services provided. But whatever the future may hold
working with farmers and young people will continue to be the focus for UTASS.

For further information about UTASS contact:
Diane Spark, 9-11 Chapel Row, Middleton-in-Teesdale, Barnard
Castle, County Durham DL12 0SN.
Tel: 01833 641010
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Farming Life Centre

Farming Life Centre

As with most hill farming areas, the Peak District farming population experiences more than their share
of hardship. Farm profitability is often low. There is a high level of isolation. Health issues can exacerbate
the problems of farming in such a harsh environment. It was the recognition of these difficulties that
triggered the establishment of the Farming Life Centre.
Based on a farm in the small Peak District village of Blackwell, the Farming Life Centre was established to
give support to the local hill farming communities. With the primary aim of improving the health and
wellbeing of farming families in the Peak District, the Centre has provided a wide range of projects and
services since it was set up in 2002. These projects have not only targeted health related issues, but
have also aimed at improving the sustainability of local farms through training and raising awareness of
business opportunities.

Background
Some key events highlighted the need for support for the farming community. In 2001 the High Peak
and Dales Primary Care Trust (PCT) conducted a health needs assessment of the Derbyshire agricultural
community in response to the steady economic decline in the farming sector. The assessment was
part of the PCT’s ‘Farm Out’ project. The report revealed a poor health profile, including mental health,
musculoskeletal and occupational health problems. It also found hidden deprivation. Evidence of
deprivation was also found by a study undertaken at around the same time by the Peak District Rural
Deprivation Forum, which delivered its findings in the Hard Times report. The 2001 Foot and Mouth
disease outbreak exacerbated the problems the farming community were facing, making the need for a
support mechanism more compelling.
At around the same time a group of individuals with an interest in preserving and celebrating rural
heritage and supporting the farming community came together with health professionals and local
farmers to consider ways of providing support. The first activity launched was a series of reminiscence
sessions for older farming community members.
Following the success of the reminiscence
sessions the group began to look for
a base where they could run future
activities. A local farmer offered the group
a redundant barn and, having secured
funding from DEFRA, the barn was
converted into the Farming Life Centre.
Now a registered charitable company,
the Farming Life Centre, focuses on
delivering projects that promote health
and wellbeing, improve the sustainability
of farms as well as providing social
activities. Currently around 80 people
benefit from the Centres’ activities per
week. The Centre employs three staff and
is supported by a number of volunteers. It
is governed by a board of 10 directors.
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The Farming Life Centre’s Mission and Aims
Mission:
FLC is dedicated to supporting the personal, social, and economic well-being of the
farming and rural communities in the Peak District.

Aims:
1. To be recognised as a sustainable and professional organisation with the highest
standards in management and governance, working on behalf of the farming
and rural communities in the Peak District.
2. To develop new initiatives which will help to improve the health and wellbeing of farming and rural families and reduce the health inequalities in this
population.
3. To encourage and support the economic well-being of farming families
through training and networking opportunities related to diversification and
development in farming.
4. To become the first point of reference for information relating to health and
economic well-being for the farming and rural communities and to be the hub
for related partnership activities.

Health initiatives
Important milestones in the development of the Centre have included obtaining Health Trainer
funding from the Primary Care Trust in 2006, followed by an additional three years funding in 2009.
Currently the Centre’s Health Trainer project delivers a successful Health Champions initiative. Health
Champions is based on the premise that individuals are more likely to make improved lifestyle choices
when encouraged to do so by people who are ‘just like them’. Trained volunteers usually from a farming
background provide one to one support to local people through educating, encouraging, supporting
and mentoring.

Sharing good practice
Projects that help to improve the sustainability of farms have proved popular. ‘Future Farms’ was a series
of projects run between 2006 -2010. Farming families were encouraged to consider how their farms
could be strengthened by diversifying. ‘Best Practice’ visits were made to farms that had diversiﬁed or had
developed alternative approaches to their businesses. Participants were given the opportunity to learn
about what did and didn’t work well and the challenges the host farms faced. Training was provided in
business practices and skills through regular meetings and one to one mentoring. Participants benefited
from gaining the confidence to explore new ideas and different business approaches and from having
the time to rethink their own practices.
The projects were successful in reaching right across the farming sector including young people, women
and older men. Following the success of Future Farms, the Future Farms Food Club was launched to bring
together farmers, producers, and businesses involved in local food to explore how local produce could
be made more widely available in the Peak District..

Business support
Other farming business based initiatives have included farm briefing and training days, such as the
recently held renewable energy training day, and the establishment of the Derbyshire Care
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Farming Network, a support network for farmers who are developing on-farm care farming activities.
Funding from the Lottery Heritage fund has enabled the Farming Life Centre to publish a book, Seasons
to Taste, to celebrate the Peak District’s food heritage by capturing memories and stories of local food
producers, retailers, workers, farmers and consumers.
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Health and social activities
Stress is recognised as a common problem in the hill farming sector. In order to help sufferers deal with
their stress, the Farming Life Centre works with Farm Crisis Network and the Agricultural Chaplain to
deliver a practical self help programme to rural and farming groups. This is aimed at providing support in
maintaining mental health and dealing with stress.
From the start the Farming Life Centre has run reminiscence sessions for local people and residents
of nursing and residential homes. Similar events are run in partnership with the Alzheimer’s Society.
Participants spend a couple of hours at the Centre, enjoying afternoon tea and a good talk about the old
days, prompted by artefacts from the past.
Other initiatives include regular social group meetings, such as the Rural Social Group and the Rural Craft
Group and annual events such as the annual Christmas Carol Service and the Summer Strawberry Cream
Tea.

The Future
The Centre is now thriving. However, there have been challenges over the years and engaging with
farmers about health is a big challenge. Building relationships with partners and beneficiaries takes time
and resources. These relationships should strengthen as the Centre continues to demonstrate that it is
able to reach out to the Peak District farming sector and have a positive impact on farming families.

For further information about the Farming Life Centre visit the
website:
www.thefarminglifecentre.org.uk
or contact Julia Cook Tel: 01298 85162
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Churches Regional
Churches Regional Commission
for Yorkshire and Humber Farm Commission
Business Support & Development Projects North
Yorkshire & the South Pennines

An innovative approach to delivering training and technical support has been developed in Yorkshire
to engage ‘hard to reach’ farmers who have traditionally missed out on support. The Churches Regional
Commission for Yorkshire & the Humber (CRC) established the Farm Business Support and Development
project in 2003 to support farmers in adapting to market changes. The project draws on the experience
of Farm Crisis Network, which indicates that a significant number of farmers, particularly small-scale,
upland and livestock farmers suffer from economic hardship because they do not have the knowledge,
skills, confidence or access to advice to enable them to adapt their farming businesses to changing
market conditions.

Strengths
As an organisation that aims to challenge social, economic and educational disadvantage, and with
strong links into the rural community through rural churches, the CRC was well placed to initiate a
project to help address the needs of disadvantaged farmers. The project was set up by CRC in partnership
with local churches, which brought local knowledge and contacts, and Farm Crisis Network, which has
a wealth of experience and expertise in engaging with hard to reach farmers. The CRC was able to draw
upon established contacts with regional partners and its experience in influencing policy in the Yorkshire
and Humber region.

Photographs: Churches Regional Commission
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The approach
The project’s approach is unique in that support and advice is specifically geared to address the needs
of individuals and is provided by appropriate agencies. This is in contrast to many approaches whereby
training needs are decided by professionals without consulting farmers about their specific needs.
The flexibility of the approach enables the project staff to proactively seek out hard to reach farmers
and conduct needs assessments to establish the nature of support needed. Mentoring and coaching is
provided to support them in identifying their needs and the future direction of their business. Farmers
are then signposted towards appropriate training and knowledge. The project also runs workshops
on topical themes such as compliance issues or succession planning. Individuals are accessed through
contacts, referrals and by having a presence at shows and marts.
The initial project set up in 2003 worked only in the Northern Yorkshire Dales, expanding into the North
Yorkshire Moors in 2006. In 2008 the CRC secured funding from Landskills Yorkshire and Humber to
allow the project to continue until 2011. Further funding was secured in 2009 to expand the project into
Craven and the South Pennines.
The North Yorkshire project now employs three Development Workers and a Project Administrator, all
based at the Thirsk Rural Business Centre and Auction Mart; whilst the South Pennines project employs
one Development Worker based near Penistone.
Training and support is free of charge to farmers, with the funding provided by LandSkills, and managed
by Lantra, as part of the Rural Development Programme for England.

The scope of the project
•

To improve the up-take of services for farm and rural business appraisal,
restructuring and development.

•

To model an integrated approach to advice and support which harnesses the
distinct contribution of churches and utilises their resources.

•

To develop effective working relationships with statutory, professional and
commercial organisations.

•

To encourage peer groups within the community to develop support and
identify ongoing needs/priorities.

For further information about the Farm Business Support &
Development Projects visit the CRC website:
www.crc-online.org.uk
or email: info@crc-online.org.uk
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Lincolnshire
Rural Stress Network

Lincolnshire Rural Stress
Network

One of the biggest challenges for farming support organisations is reaching those who need their
support most. A common approach is to have a presence at venues where farmers congregate. For the
Lincolnshire Rural Stress Network (LRSN) this means attending local livestock markets.
LRSN provides two distinct but related services at Louth and Newark livestock markets; a drop-in advice
centre and a health screening clinic. These services have proved highly popular not only with farmers but
with other market users such as hauliers and those working for the businesses that have premises at the
markets.

Health screening and drop-in advice at livestock markets
Advice and support is provided on a wide range of issues including debt, Single Farm Payment,
stress and legal concerns. Where ongoing support is required arrangements can be made for a LRSN
caseworker to visit clients and give them the support they need whilst they work through their problems.
Clients are also signposted to appropriate experts and organisations that can provide specialist help.
The health screening clinics were born out of recognition that there is little time in the lives of those
who work in the farming sector to visit their GPs when they have health concerns or would like some
health related advice. Consequently potentially serious health problems can be ignored. The clinics are
staffed by a nurse who provides treatment and advice on a wide range of health matters or will refer
patient on to their GP or other appropriate healthcare where necessary. No appointment is needed and
confidentiality is assured.
Practical advice is provided by LRSN’s Project Manager Alison Twiddy, whilst Lincolnshire’s Agricultural
Chaplain, Canon Alan Robson, who is also a pig farmer, often attends to provide pastoral support.

Expanding the service
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The first drop-in centre and clinic was set up at Louth Market in 2004 by LRSN in partnership with East
Lindsey Citizens Advice Bureau. A local GP provided a nurse, funded by the partnership. By the time
funding for this service ran out in 2007 it had proved to be highly popular amongst market goers. LRSN
was keen to continue and managed to do so when a legacy was received to be used for that purpose.
Since then LRSN has secured funding from Lincolnshire NHS Trust to run the service. Not only has this
NHS funding kept it going at the fortnightly Louth markets but in 2010 a similar service was introduced
to the weekly Newark Market. Although based in Nottinghamshire, Lincolnshire NHS Trust funds
the service at Newark as 40% of the market goers are from Lincolnshire.
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The benefits of the service to farmers
The number of individuals using the health
screening service is testament to its success.
In a 12 month period during 2010 – 2011, 260
individual health checks were undertaken
at Louth and 301 at Newark. Its popularity
has surprised staff. “There is an ongoing
enthusiasm for the service that I didn’t think
would continue” said Alison. Many clients
use the service to monitor their health by for
example having their blood sugar, cholesterol
levels or their blood pressure checked. Others
seek treatment for minor wounds or advice on
smoking cessation and a wide range of other
health concerns.
According to Alison Twiddy, not only does the
health screening provide clients with treatment
at a time and place that is convenient but it is
also saving lives. Heather Dawes, the health
screening nurse has found some significant
chronic conditions, such as clients with
seriously high blood pressure and undiagnosed
diabetes, which may have had serious health
consequences if they had not been picked up.
These clients have been referred for appropriate treatment. Although mainly used by men, about 15% of
clients are women. It is used by all ages including children, who tend to be brought in by their parents for
treatment of wounds.
The LRSN staff are aware that some clients may have mental health problems, such as stress or
depression, that may not be easily identifiable during health screening. However, according to Alison
Twiddy, “Heather has a good listening ear and sometimes clients can feel better about their problems
by having someone to talk to”. Heather also looks out for typical signs of stress and depression such as
sleeplessness, fatigue or high alcohol consumption, which may become evident during discussions with
clients.
Taking some useful lessons from their experiences at Louth and Newark markets, LRSN have recently
opened an advice and support drop-in centre at Spalding Bulb Auction. This development has opened
up the possibility of serving the farming communities of South Lincolnshire, an area where they
previously had very little presence.

Volunteer support
The organisation could not survive without the input from over 30 volunteers who cover various roles.
Helpline operators who staff the helpline every day of the year from 8 am to 6pm. Volunteer caseworkers
provide the emotional and practical supports to those who come to LRSN for help. The members of
the Publicity, Ideas and Promotion team, who during regular meetings come up with the ideas for
fundraising increasing the profile of the organisation. The organisation also benefits from professional
support provided to clients by solicitors, Land Agents and other professionals.
The training needs of volunteers are identified by a training group, made up of volunteers. Recently all
volunteers received training in Applied Suicide Intervention Skills.
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Support and partnerships
LRSN is a registered charity and has recently been incorporated as a company limited by guarantee. It is
governed by a board of eight directors and is supported by a number of patrons. Many of the directors
are farmers themselves and have a good understanding of the issues faced by clients. Both directors and
patrons use their influence to raise the profile and encourage support for the organisation.
LRSN has from the start had strong associations with the Lincolnshire church community. Today it works
closely with the Lincolnshire Chaplaincy Service and Louth Esk Deanery. Other partnership arrangements
are with the Royal Agricultural benevolent Institution, Farm Crisis Network, ARC Addington, the NFU and
the Young Farmers Clubs.
Although LRSN was established to serve the needs of the farming sector and allied industries, no one
seeking support is turned away.

Future plans and challenges
Future plans include strengthening LRSN’s presence in North Lincolnshire with the appointment of a
caseworker for that area. There are challenges ahead; the NHS funding is due to end in October 2012 and
staff are actively seeking new funding in order to continue the health screening and drop-in service as
well as securing core funding for the organisation.

If you would like to know more about LRSN’s work please contact:
Alison Twiddy: Alison.twiddy@lincolnshire.gov.uk 07765203560
Sophie Dunn: Sophie.dunn@lincolnshire.gov.uk 07738741150
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Key Lessons Lessons
and Recommendations

Recommendations

Farmer-led Groups
•

Initiatives and projects need to be relevant and respond to farmers’ actual needs and vision for the
future. They need to fit in with farmers’ lives and workloads.

•

Farmer led organisations and groups can function as a channel for outside agencies in delivering
training and information sessions.

•

Online farming forums can play an important role in linking together farmers with shared
interests. Farming forums are already playing a key part in creating communities in the farming
sector by providing opportunities for participants to share experiences and knowledge, access
expertise and organise events such as workshops and open days. The extent and value of this
informal knowledge sharing is currently un-documented, but could be a channel for advisors and
researchers to connect with farmers to understand their information gaps. Encouraging internet
access and rolling out broadband across remote rural areas may help to increase knowledge
exchange in addition to helping to address social isolation.

•

Working with farmers to engage them in initiatives, learning and business ideas can be more
successfully achieved when the process is facilitated by farmers. There appears to be a level of
trust and a sense that the facilitator understands the lives and needs of the participants compared
to situations where facilitators are appointed from outside agencies.

•

Benchmarking is a valuable tool for assessing farm and enterprise productivity and efficiency. In
volatile markets it becomes increasingly important to streamline farming businesses. Although
benchmarking is not a new tool in the farming sector, its use is currently limited. There may be
potential for applying it across farms at the local level with farmers having control over what is
measured and how they use the data to inform their management. There is a cost involved in
bench marking, which could be a barrier. However farmers may be willing to contribute to costs if
they are able to have input into the design of the scheme and understand the potential benefits
to their farm businesses.

•

The need to improve efficiency, farm more sustainably and develop new markets for farm
products is prompting some farmers to rethink their farming practice. The internet and general
improvements in communication and travel is enabling farmers to learn about farming techniques
practised in other parts of the world. The No-Till alliance and the Pasture-Fed Livestock Association
are two groups developed by farmers with common interests in adopting practice that will
improve efficiency as well as delivering environmental benefits. However, there is a need for these
benefits to be backed up by UK based research to build evidence of potential benefits. It can be
difficult for novel farming practices to gain the interest of research institutes. Researchers need to
work more closely with farmers in order to fill these research gaps.
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Farming Support Groups
•

Gaining the trust of members of the farming sector is vital when delivering support services. This
may be easier to achieve when the support provider is embedded within the local community and
clients feel a sense of ownership of the organisation and its services.

•

Local support organisations can be an effective route for agencies to access rural and farming
communities.

•

Farm business support and training are more likely to be taken up by farmers if geared towards
addressing the needs of the individuals.

•

Hard to reach farmers who may be isolated and operating marginal farms frequently miss out on
support, although they may have the most to gain from support. A more proactive approach may
be needed in order to reach these farmers.

•

Farmers sometimes fail to seek medical support for their health problems. Time constraints due
to work pressure and a general stoical approach to life mean they may not seek medical advice in
a timely manner or doctors’ appointments are missed. Where medical support is readily available
uptake of medical advice can improve. Drop-in centres at places where farmers congregate such
as livestock markets can improve uptake of services and provide opportunities for referring
clients on to more specialist medical support as well as providing advice on preventative health
measures. Community based volunteer health supporters can also play an important role in
delivering health and wellness support.

•

Mental health issues can be triggered by a range of stress factors common in farming. Support
workers and health workers need to be trained to recognise mental health problems in clients so
that sufferers can be supported in accessing appropriate care.

•

Accessing funding is a constant challenge
for farming support groups, both for running
costs and for service delivery. Some groups are
considering alternative ways of accessing income.
If farming is to remain a vibrant industry agencies
should support groups providing vital rural
services in establishing more sustainable funding
streams.

•

Volunteers play a vital role in ensuring the
delivery of farming support to the sector, as
fundraisers, trustees and as frontline counsellors,
mentors and support workers. Consequently
farming support organisations are cost effective in
delivering services that agencies would otherwise
need to provide. Agencies should work with
farming support organisations to ensure their
sustainability and that service delivery continues.

•

Support to the farming sector across the UK is
patchy. There is potential for replicating the work
of existing support groups in other areas where
support provision is not available. Sharing models
of working practices between existing groups
may help to extend service delivery.
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